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Librarians, as we know, have to be creative – 
particularly in light of challenges related to digital 
content and budgeting in recent years. We have to 
make “It” all work so those who use our libraries 
have their research needs met. Recognizing this 
as a need, the conference committee devoted 
two of the main sessions at ACL 2013 to this very 
subject. The speaker who tackled this was Don 
Perini, a Professor at Cornerstone University 
in Grand Rapids, Michigan. He gave two 
presentations, a lecture on Wednesday entitled 
“Practicing Creative Emergence” and a hands-
on group activity on Thursday that promoted 
“The Innovative Process.”
Perini opened with a question: “What does 
it mean to live the creative life?” Now while 
many people assume there is some sort of 
innate gifting one must possess in order to 
be a creative person, Don challenged that 
assumption and prompted a slightly different 
approach to creativity. He quoted John Cleese 
who stated, “Creativity is not a talent; it is a 
way of operating.” He also mentioned Steven 
Pressfield, noting that “creativity is an act of 
the will” rather than just some inherited talent 
passed down from generation to generation. To 
that end, Perini’s keynote session was an attempt 
to help rework the misconception of those who 
think of themselves as being “un-creative.” 
The presentation focused on two main 
components. The first was reductionism, which 
tries to break everything down into individual 
parts; the second was emergence, which 
attempts to combine individual parts to create 
something new. It is really the combination of 
the two that works towards creativity. Perini 
asserted that successfully tackling problems 
and challenges requires first knowing what 
individual talents, ideas, and resources are 
available (reductionism), and then building 
those disparate things into something else 
(emergence). When those components 
combine in a new and unique way, the result is 
creativity. A guiding equation simplifies these 
encouraging ideas: Existing talents + Creative 
habits = Creative Emergence. 
To equip attendees for success, Professor 
Perini detailed eight creative habits that can 
be combined with our God-given talents 
to fuel creativity in both personal and 
professional endeavors. The first creative habit 
he introduced was mastery, the act of doing the 
same constructive things consistently until they 
become ingrained. A closely related second 
habit was deliberacy, making and taking the time 
to intentionally perform those beneficial tasks 
over and over again. The third creative habit 
was finding idea-friendly times when physical 
activity occupies the body and the mind can 
be free to think (driving, running, showering, 
etc.). Idea-capturing was fourth on the list and 
addressed some of the problem areas that 
accompany idea-friendly times. As an example, 
Mr. Perini offered the challenge of capturing 
an idea that emerges during a morning 
shower, suggesting that sometimes capturing 
good ideas takes a little extra planning, like 
making sure to have bathtub soap crayons 
on hand. The fifth creative habit suggested 
to the librarians in attendance was ambiance, 
which refers to finding the atmosphere most 
conducive to one’s personal creativity and 
then adjusting workspaces or thinking spaces 
with the right amount of noise, light, and 
distraction to spur good thinking. The concept 
of a village was presented sixth; by that, Perini 
meant identifying the people who can give the 
appropriate praise and criticism required to 
move ideas forward in a positive way. Seventh 
was the pruning principle, which focused on 
maximizing time for creativity, both by cutting 
out unimportant things and by being willing 
to say no to good opportunities that could 
infringe on the time devoted to better things. 
And last was resistance. Our speaker cautioned 
that there will always be either an internal 
voice saying, “I can’t,” or an external one 
saying, “You/we can’t.” For proper creative 
emergence to happen, we must be determined 
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to keep trying to find ways 
to move past those obstacles 
without giving up.
After laying the groundwork 
in the first workshop on 
Wednesday, our Professor of 
Creativity offered an exercise 
on Thursday as an opportunity 
for implementing some of the 
principles and applying them 
to a (staged) real-life, real-
time situation. The creativity 
exercise, held in the university’s 
cafeteria to allow movement 
and conversation, began with 
a list of words in four different 
categories: 1) observing, playful, 
hands-on; 2) brainstorming, 
options, alternatives; 3) 
analyzing, evaluating, judging; 
and 4) implementing, action, 
getting things done. Those who participated 
self-selected into these four subgroups based 
on the qualities that the librarians felt best 
represented their own personalities. All four 
groups were given the problem of creating a 
new fork for someone missing the pinky finger 
and thumb on one hand. The scenario provided 
an entertaining and engaging activity for all in 
attendance.
While none of the groups brought their ideas 
to a complete solution, the process provided a 
good place for Professor Perini to demonstrate 
how creative problem solving works and how 
individuals can utilize those around them to 
maximize their creative potential. Using the 
groups to illustrate the process, he explained 
that groups one and two tend to be problem-
finders and idea-generators who produce a lot of 
thinking and try out multiple options. With 
these groups having identified the problem 
and offered a wide range of ideas, the process 
tips toward groups three and four. These 
groups are comprised of idea-evaluators and 
idea-implementers who narrow down the focus 
to the viable options that have a good chance 
of succeeding in the given context and then 
push them to completion. He stressed the need 
to make sure we avoid simply finding people 
like ourselves (which is very easy to do) and 
instead ensure, to whatever extent we are able, 
to create a team that has a good representation 
from each of these categories. This makes the 
creative process more likely to move efficiently 
from start to finish. Even for those with small 
problem-solving teams, the method remains 
the same. 
When trying to creatively solve a problem, 
intentionally move through these four stages of 
the process. First, start with problem-finding by 
gathering all the facts and trying to list twenty 
or so of the main problems. Then move to idea-
generating. In this stage, don’t reject any ideas; 
just keep brainstorming. Perini mentioned that 
most successful businesses shoot for 200 ideas 
as a minimum number of possible solutions. 
After generating ideas, transition to the idea-
evaluation stage. Consider the implications of 
the various options that have been presented, 
and narrow them down to just a handful to 
recommend as being worth pursuing. The last 
stage, then, is the idea-implementing. Upon 
arrival at this stage, the central problems have 
been identified, a wide range of solutions has 
been considered, the best ideas have survived, 
and one promising solution is selected and 
brought to life to address the issue at hand. 
Both sessions were engaging and garnered a 
lot of interaction from those in attendance as 
many asked questions during them or stayed 
after to chat with Professor Perini when the 
sessions had ended. It was also fun to be split 
from our normal groups during the activity 
session to meet new people and mix up the 
routine since lecturing occurs so regularly 
throughout the conference. Professor Perini’s 
parting thought was that often we have to 
“change people’s attitude about change before 
[we] can implement change.” One of the 
key threads repeated throughout the sessions 
was that a lot of thought and planning are 
necessary both publicly and behind the scenes 
to create an environment where creativity can 
come to fruition. These were excellent sessions 
to get one started in the process, as well as a 
great encouragement and “sneak peek” into 
how we can make the creative “magic” emerge 
wherever we happen to be.  
“We have to 
change people’s 
attitude about change 
before [we] can 
implement change.”
–  Don Perini
